Spin qubits based on interacting spins in double quantum dots have been successfully demonstrated [1, 2] . Readout of the qubit state involves a conversion of spin to charge information, universally achieved by taking advantage of a spin blockade phenomenon resulting from Pauli's exclusion principle. The archetypal spin blockade transport signature in double quantum dots takes the form of a rectified current [3] . Currently more complex spin qubit circuits including triple quantum dots are being developed [4] . Here we show both experimentally and theoretically (a) that in a linear triple quantum dot circuit, the spin blockade becomes bipolar [5] with current strongly suppressed in both bias directions and (b) that a new quantum coherent mechanism becomes relevant. Within this mechanism charge is transferred non-intuitively via coherent states from one end of the linear triple dot circuit to the other without involving the centre site. Our results have implications in future complex nano-spintronic circuits.
Spin qubits based on interacting spins in double quantum dots have been successfully demonstrated [1, 2] . Readout of the qubit state involves a conversion of spin to charge information, universally achieved by taking advantage of a spin blockade phenomenon resulting from Pauli's exclusion principle. The archetypal spin blockade transport signature in double quantum dots takes the form of a rectified current [3] . Currently more complex spin qubit circuits including triple quantum dots are being developed [4] . Here we show both experimentally and theoretically (a) that in a linear triple quantum dot circuit, the spin blockade becomes bipolar [5] with current strongly suppressed in both bias directions and (b) that a new quantum coherent mechanism becomes relevant. Within this mechanism charge is transferred non-intuitively via coherent states from one end of the linear triple dot circuit to the other without involving the centre site. Our results have implications in future complex nano-spintronic circuits.
Coherent coupling of quantum states can lead to molecular-like superpositions where the electronic wave function has no weight in a spatial region of the system. A simple example of this is the anti-bonding orbital of the H + 2 molecule. In an array of serially coupled states, coherent superpositions can be formed that are found at the two extremes of the chain avoiding the occupation of the intermediate states. These kinds of orbitals have been shown to be responsible for dark resonances in the fluorescence of sodium atoms [6] . Electronic transport through quantum dot arrays has been predicted to be similarly affected by dark states [7] . In a triple quantum dot (TQD) with a triangular arrangement, a dark state is predicted to switch off the current flow [8] . An alternative geometry, where the source is connected to one outer dot and the drain to the other, involves a resonance at the two ends of the chain leading to transport regardless of the configuration of the intermediate site [9] . These effects are predicted to enable new functionalities such as adiabatic passage or quantum rectification [8, 10] . In this paper we show that equivalent superpositions manifest themselves as a resonant leakage current through a spin blockaded TQD.
The phenomenon "spin blockade" was first revealed in double quantum dots (DQDs) [3, 11] . For an even/odd quantum dot occupation configuration such as (0,1), current is blockaded by the Pauli exclusion principle whenever the spin entering the left dot possesses the same spin as that in the right dot [3] . Close to zero magnetic field leakage currents occur, attributed to a mixing of singlet and triplet states by the field gradient resulting from the different statistical Overhauser fields in the two dots [12] . For fields greater than this gradient the triplet states |↑, ↑ and |↓, ↓ no longer mix with the singlet and fully restore the spin blockade. We demonstrate the novel features of spin blockade and leakage currents that occur in a TQD where the participation of coherent superpositions is revealed to be essential.
The TQD defined electrostatically in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The system is tuned to the regime relevant for spin qubits bounded by electronic occupations (N L ,N C ,N R )=(1,0,1) and (2, 1, 2) , where N i is the number of electrons on the left, centre, and right quantum dots respectively, see Fig. 1(b) . In this regime there exist six quadruple points (QPs) where four charge configurations are degenerate [13] . We focus on the behaviour at two QPs associated with the configurations (1,1,1), (2,1,1), (2,0,2), (1,1,2) and (2,1,2), (2,1,1), (2,0,2), (1,1,2). The experimental results are compared to theoretical calculations of the current using a master equation for the reduced density matrix of the TQD.
At low bias (0.1 mV), current only flows at two small spots (see Fig. 2a ) [13] . If the bias is increased, the transport region expands into a triangle or quadrangle shape (see Supplementary Information, S3) . Figure 2c ,d shows this for transport measurements made in a small magnetic field. The current is dramatically suppressed in both bias directions except along marked resonance lines. The underlying insulating behaviour can be considered an extension from the DQD spin blockade phenomenon since the TQD circuit in this regime is equivalent to two back to back DQD spin blockade rectifiers (see Fig. 1c,d ), forming a TQD "spinsulator."
In Fig. 3b ,c, we show measurements at zero magnetic field. Small leakage current contributions are observed throughout the triangular region dominated by additional resonance lines. These prominent features are accurately reproduced in the theoretical model (Fig. 3d,e) . A direct comparison of the slopes of the lines with the charge transfer lines in the stability diagram identifies the relevant resonant quantum dots (see Fig. 2b and Supplementary Information, S3). For clarity of the underlying physics we invoke the notation of singlet and triplet states in the explanations when describing the state of two electrons in a particular dot. We stress, however, that we are dealing with interacting three and four electron states. We are able to characterize the lines in two ways. Firstly we note that a magnetic field of 5 mT is sufficient to suppress certain lines (see Fig. 3a ) namely L-R S and C-R S where L, R, and C refer to the left, right and centre dots and the subscripts, S or T identify whether the doubly occupied state is a singlet or triplet. This is consistent with estimates of the statistical Overhauser field gradient and by analogy with the DQD scenario this field dependence identifies which lines are subject to spin blockaded events. Secondly we can characterize the lines by whether the dots at resonance involve the centre and an edge dot, i.e. C-R S(T) and L-C lines, or whether only edge dots are involved, i.e. the L-R 
In the presence of finite inhomogeneous Overhauser fields coming from the hyperfine interaction, the superposition |Σ acquires a perturbative mixing with triplet states but still without any participation of the state (2,0,2) (see Supplementary Information S2 for more details). That state has a finite tunneling rate to the drain contact, thereby opening the system to transport: current will flow from the source to the drain contact until spin blockade is restored again and the cycle repeats itself. Note that the blockade-lifting sequence does not involve the occupation of the intermediate state (2, 0, 2) . This explains the depopulation of the state (2,0,2). The simultaneous increase of coherence between states (2,1,1) and (1, 1, 2) at the L-R S resonance (manifested as an increase of the off diagonal density matrix elements between the states which form the superposition, cf. those predicted to exist in transport through quantum dots is clear [7, 8, 14, 15] .
The L-R T line, in contrast, is the resonance between the states (2, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 2) involving a singlet (triplet) level in the left (right) dot at positive bias. The increased leakage current is due to coherence between the three dots at the exact resonance between the left and right dots. Its appearance does not require hyperfine-induced spin-flips. The state (2,0,2), does participate in the transport along this line even though it is off resonance.
In conclusion, bipolar spin blockade has been observed for the first time in TQDs. Additional unexpected resonant lines in the transport diagrams between the edge quantum dots are explained via quantum coherent superpositions. The exact resonance between the edge dots acts as a coherent leakage current amplifier: charge is transferred directly from left to right dot, thereby circumventing the off-resonant centre site. Theory. We model the TQD, the leads and the coupling between them with an Andersonlike Hamiltonian which includes the coherent tunneling t ij between the dots, the static magnetic field B z , the coupling to the leads by a rate Γ and the leads themselves. In order to obtain the current through the TQD we resort to standard techniques using a master equation for the reduced density matrix, see e.g. ref. [16] and Supplementary Information S1.
Our coherent interdot tunneling calculations include virtual transitions through intermediate states to infinite order in perturbation theory. As a result coherent cotunneling (second order in perturbation theory) is included within our model. Cotunneling processes to the leads cannot be responsible for L-R resonance features, therefore only sequential tunneling processes through the contact barriers were included.
As we are interested in the stationary current through the TQD, we solve the set of equations of the reduced density matrix algebraically and then calculate the current (see Supplementary Information S1 for more details). For an approximate modeling of the spinflip processes induced by hyperfine interaction we included a phenomenological spin-flip rate into the equations, and we included a finite inhomogeneous Overhauser field into the Hamiltonian for the magnetic field. Although not providing a microscopically rigorous description, the spin-flip rates qualitatively reproduce very well the effects expected due to hyperfine coupling in quantum dots. We set the spin relaxation rate T 1 ≈ 1 µs and the spin decoherence time T * 2 ≈ 10 ns. Interdot tunneling time is of the order of 0.1 ns. These parameters are consistent with those provided by the experimental evidence [4] . A detailed description of the parameters considered is given in the Supplementary Information S1. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION S1. Theoretical model
We model the TQD system and the leads by an Anderson-like Hamiltonian that reads H = H TQD + H t ij + H B + H TQD-leads + H leads , where the individual terms are
H TQD-leads = l∈L,R,qkσ
The first term represents the TQD itself, with ikσ being the energy of an electron with spin σ In the experiment, the current is measured for a fixed centre gate voltage while varying the left and right gate voltages. A change in the left gate voltage however does not only affect the energy levels in the left dot, but due to cross capacitances it also -albeit more weakly -affects the neighbouring dots. The energy levels of the dots can be written as linear functions of the affecting gate voltages. Following therefore the scheme in ref. [17] and considering cross capacitances as proposed by the experiment, we write the energy levels i of the dots i=1, 2, 3 as where C 1,2,3 are constants that provide an overall energy shift, and the conversion parameters α i and β i are written in eV/V.
The current is measured around the quadruple points (QPs) 5 and 6, see ref. [13] . At these points the following states with the specified electron numbers in the left, centre and right dots, (N L , N C , N R ), are resonant: (1,1,1), (2,1,1), (2,0,2), (1,1,2) at QP 5 and (1,1,2), (2,1,2), (2,1,1), (2,0,2) at QP 6. For the doubly occupied levels in the left and right dots we make the following assumptions: in positive bias (negative bias), the left (right) dot -i.e. the dot connected to the electron source -accepts an additional incoming electron, so that the two electrons occupy a singlet state |↑↓ . The higher levels, such as excited triplets |↑↑ Under these assumptions the full basis of states for the present problem contains 58 states.
In the positive bias direction these states are
with {σ, σ , σ }={↑, ↓} and σ * being an electron in an excited level. S=|↑↓ denotes the doubly occupied singlet level, T * =|↑↑ * , |↓↓ * , 1/ √ 2(|↑↓ * +|↓↑ * ) the excited triplet levels in the right dot, and finally |S * =1/ √ 2(|↑↓ * −|↓↑ * ) stands for the excited singlet level in the right dot. We assume that at zero magnetic field the excited triplet and singlet levels are separated from each other by the negative exchange interaction J, so that the singlet level |S * is higher in energy than the triplets |T * .
In order to calculate the current we make use of the density matrix formalism, see e.g. [16] .
For each of the basis state elements, the equation of motion for the reduced density matrix element ρ mn reads, within the Born-Markov-approximation,
The commutator accounts for the coherent dynamics in the quantum dot array. Transition rates Γ mn from state |n to state |m are of two kinds: those due to sequential tunneling through the leads, and those due to spin-flip processes. These events induce decoherence which is taken into account in the term Λ mn = 1 2 k (Γ km +Γ kn ). Tunneling transition rates are calculated using Fermi's golden rule
where E m − E n is the energy difference between states |m and |n of the isolated quantum dot array, µ L,R are the chemical potentials of the left (1) and right (2) leads, and
are the tunneling rates for each lead. The density of states D L,R and the tunneling couplings γ L,R are assumed to be energy independent. We set Γ L =Γ R =Γ.
We calculate the stationary current through the TQD by solving the set of equations of the reduced density matrix algebraically. The current in positive bias direction (i.e. from left to right) is then given by
where Γ + mn expresses the rate of tunneling from the TQD to one lead between state |n (of the type (2,1,2) or (1,1,2), corresponding to QPs 5 and 6) and state |m (of the type (2,1,1) or (1,1,1) ), and Γ − nm analogously expresses the tunneling rate from one lead to the TQD. Finally, in order to approximately take into account the spin-flip processes due to hyperfine interaction, we include a phenomenological spin-flip rate into the master equation. Let us first neglect the contribution of the inhomogeneous Overhauser field, which will be considered perturbatively later. The eigenstates are then |T α LC , S , |S, T α CR and three linear combinations of the three singlets that we denote as |Σ l . All |Σ l contain a contribution of |S, 0, S which depends on the detuning and the interdot hopping:
Note that spin blockade avoids the overlap of states |T (ii) at this resonance, γ 2 = −η 2 and δ 2 =0, i.e. the contribution of |S, 0, S to the superposition vanishes.
Then, |Σ 2 = |Σ as defined in the main text:
In 
Concretely, it reads:
Close to resonance, this state crosses the states |S, T ± CR that are responsible for spin blockade, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Our analysis suggests hence that the lifting of spin blockade occurs via the spin-flip decay of the blocking states, |S, T ± CR into |Σ B nucl . The latter has a finite tunneling rate to the drain contact, therefore opening the system to transport: current will flow from the source to the drain contact until spin blockade is restored again. Note that the blockade lifting transition does not involve the occupation of the state |S, 0, S . The sharp dip in S, 0, S|Σ B nucl (cf. Fig. 5(c) ) is therefore consistent with the occupation of |S, 0, S in the stationary solution of the transport configuration, cf. Fig. 4 of the main article. There, the minimum remains finite due to the contribution of the other current channels in which |S, 0, S participates once spin blockade is removed.
S3. Identifying the resonances in experimental transport data
The identification of the resonance lines from experimental transport data is crucial to the understanding of the bipolar spin blockade and the coherent superposition mechanism but surprisingly simple to achieve. Here we explain the procedure that is followed in order to determine what dots are in resonance along any given line inside the boundary of the transport diagram.
The first step is to measure the stability diagram using charge detection at zero bias where three addition lines cross in order to determine the slopes of the electron addition lines for each dot as well as the slopes of the charge transfer lines where an electron is transferred between dots [13] . bias. In Fig. 6 , we draw the three triangles corresponding to the three pairs of dots. The actual measurement would show transport within the region of the transport diagram that corresponds to the intersection of these three triangles. In the particular case depicted in We note that it is more usual to observe the triangle than quadrangle. This is because the point where dots L, C, and R are all in resonance often occurs outside the transport window once a bias is applied. Indeed, even though the TQD is tuned in order to see the QPs at zero bias, the application of a bias across it shifts the chemical potentials in such a way that the gate voltage configuration that restores the perfect alignement of the three chemical potentials may fall outside the transport regions. As this point is responsible for the fourth vertex in Fig. 6 , it is often lost. One then measures a transport triangle instead of a quadrangle (see Fig. 7 ).
